
Five friends are together at a school reunion. Find out which woman is wearing the purple shirt.

Shirt: blue, green, purple, red, white

Name: Audrey, Harley, Kelsey, Michelle, Shirley

Profession: bartender, judge, nutritionist, police of�cer,

surgeon

Achievement: band, book, charity, marathon, mountain

Subject: art, chemistry, history, literature, mathematics

Birthday: January, March, May, July, September

The Police of�cer is somewhere between the woman

that was born in July and the Judge, in that order.

Audrey is next to the woman wearing the Red shirt.

The woman who was born on Independence Day used

to like Literature.

The Nutritionist is next to the woman that climbed a

Mountain.

Kelsey is at one of the ends.

Shirley is exactly to the right of the Judge.

At the second position is the woman that was born in

March.

The woman wearing the Red shirt is next to the

woman wearing the Blue shirt.

The woman whose birthday is in May is exactly to the

left of the woman who plays in a Band.

The one who took part in a Marathon is next to the one

who was born in July.

At the �fth position is the woman who wrote a Book.

Michelle is exactly to the left of the woman that used to

like Art.

The Bartender is at the �fth position.

The woman that was born in January is exactly to the

right of the woman that used to like Chemistry.

The Surgeon is at one of the ends.

The Nutritionist is next to the woman who used to like

Mathematics.

The woman wearing the Green shirt is exactly to the

right of the woman whose favorite subject was History.

The one who raised money to a Charity is somewhere

between the one who participated in a Marathon and

the one that plays on a Band, in that order.

Audrey is next to the woman that was born in

September.

The woman that used to like Literature is somewhere to

the left of the woman that plays on a Band.

The woman wearing the White shirt is next to the

woman that was born in July.
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Five friends are together at a school reunion. Find out which woman is wearing the purple shirt.

Shirt: blue, green, purple, red, white

Name: Audrey, Harley, Kelsey, Michelle, Shirley

Profession: bartender, judge, nutritionist, police of�cer,

surgeon

Achievement: band, book, charity, marathon, mountain

Subject: art, chemistry, history, literature, mathematics

Birthday: January, March, May, July, September

The Police of�cer is somewhere between the woman

that was born in July and the Judge, in that order.

Audrey is next to the woman wearing the Red shirt.

The woman who was born on Independence Day used

to like Literature.

The Nutritionist is next to the woman that climbed a

Mountain.

Kelsey is at one of the ends.

Shirley is exactly to the right of the Judge.

At the second position is the woman that was born in

March.

The woman wearing the Red shirt is next to the

woman wearing the Blue shirt.

The woman whose birthday is in May is exactly to the

left of the woman who plays in a Band.

The one who took part in a Marathon is next to the one

who was born in July.

At the �fth position is the woman who wrote a Book.

Michelle is exactly to the left of the woman that used to

like Art.

The Bartender is at the �fth position.

The woman that was born in January is exactly to the

right of the woman that used to like Chemistry.

The Surgeon is at one of the ends.

The Nutritionist is next to the woman who used to like

Mathematics.

The woman wearing the Green shirt is exactly to the

right of the woman whose favorite subject was History.

The one who raised money to a Charity is somewhere

between the one who participated in a Marathon and

the one that plays on a Band, in that order.

Audrey is next to the woman that was born in

September.

The woman that used to like Literature is somewhere to

the left of the woman that plays on a Band.

The woman wearing the White shirt is next to the

woman that was born in July.
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Woman #1 Woman #2 Woman #3 Woman #4 Woman #5

Shirt purp�� whi�� gr��n ��d bl��

Name Kel��y Har��y Aud��y Mic��l�� Shir��y

Profession surgeon nutritionist police o���cer judge bar��n��r

Achievement mountain marathon charity band book

Subject li��ratu�� history mat��matics c��mistry art

Birthday J��y March May Sep��mber January
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